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CITY OF CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA - MANHOLE RESTORATION FIELD TRIAL FOR THE CITY
Gordonsville based company is offering a new, faster way to deal with sunken and worn out manholes

In an effort to make Charlottesville a 'world class' city and continuously improve the roads in the
municipality, the City of Charlottesville has kindly invited Global Manhole Restoration and Service
Company LLC (GMRS LLC) to conduct free trials and demonstrations of its revolutionary manhole
restoration process. GMRS LLC's manholes provide safer, more durable and long lasting solutions to
common manhole problems. In addition, the restorations are less time consuming and thus more cost
effective.
The field trials, held on July 28 and 29, 2008, at two different locations were highly successful. Old
manholes were restored on Cynthianna Avenue and in the City Yard located behind 401 4th Street NW.
The manholes were good examples of damaged roads in need of repair and were restored within hours
in a highly efficient demonstration by Global and its Austrian team.
Cynthianna Avenue before, during and after the restoration process, inspected by company CEO
Manfred Nettek:

City Yard location before, during and after the restoration process:

The demonstration attracted a lot of attention. City Engineer Tony Edwards and other interested parties
took advantage of the opportunity to see this new technology in action.
The patented Manhole Restoration Process offered by GMRS LLC is the most efficient solution on the
market today, saving time and money in the restoration process while using a special type of
environmentally friendly cold asphalt made by the Austrian manufacturer VIALIT (www.vialit.com) – a
highly innovative and successful Austrian company with customers such as BMW, the Vienna Airport
and Austrian Road Building Departments.
GMRS LLC is a subsidiary of M Nettek International Inc. The GLOBAL system has been successfully
implemented in Europe for over 11 Years. MNI Inc’s sister company in Austria has restored well over
15,000 manholes in the past 11 years with great success. The restorations are easy to perform and are
saving time and expenses compared to traditional processes while offering extraordinary durability,
performance and safety features. More information including a video of the restoration process is
available at www.mnettekinternational.com/manholeproducts.htm.
The company’s CEO, Mr. Nettek and a crew of US and European specialists attended the well received
field trial.

For more information please contact us at info@mnettekinternational.com.

